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Abstract
Rationale Testing genetically engineered mice in a reliable
nicotine self-administration procedure could provide im-
portant insights into the molecular mechanisms underlying
nicotine reinforcement.
Objectives We assessed operant responding for intravenous
nicotine infusions in C57BL/6J male mice under a fixed-
ratio 3 schedule of reinforcement in which a visual cue was
contingently associated with drug delivery.
Methods/Results Acquisition, dose-response function, ex-
tinction, and cue-induced reinstatement of operant behavior
were characterized. Low nicotine doses (0.001-0.06 mg/kg/
infusion) elicited response rates similar to those supported
by saline, whereas a higher dose (0.1 mg/kg/infusion)
decreased responding. Using an identical procedure to
assess cocaine self-administration in an independent group
of mice yielded an inverted U-shaped dose-response curve.
Other mice trained to respond exclusively for the visual
stimulus earned a similar number of reinforcers as mice
self-administering saline or low nicotine doses, although
with a lower selectivity for the active lever and their
response rates were sensitive to the discontinuation and
resumption of cue light presentation. Finally, patterns of
responding for nicotine, cocaine, or the visual stimulus
alone were analyzed using frequency distributions of inter-
response intervals and extended return maps. These
analyses revealed unique properties of nicotine, which
dose-dependently delayed the first response post-timeout
and increased the regularity of lever pressing activity.
Conclusions Nicotine did not enhance the reinforcing
properties of the visual cue paired with drug delivery.
Interestingly, however, patterns of responding could differ-
entiate nicotine self-administration from responding for a
visual stimulus or saline and indicated that nicotine
functioned as a salient stimulus driving highly regular
operant behavior.
Keywords Nicotine self-administration.Cue.C57BL/6J
mice.Patterns of responding.Inter-response intervals.
Extended return map
Introduction
Tobacco use is the leading cause of preventable death
worldwide and is currently responsible for 5.4 million
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DOI 10.1007/s00213-010-1950-4deaths yearly (WHO 2008). The maintenance of tobacco
smoking is partly attributable to the highly addictive
properties of nicotine (Hatsukami et al. 2008; Stolerman
and Jarvis 1995). The neurobiological mechanisms under-
lying the development of dependence to nicotine have been
extensively explored using pharmacological approaches in
rat models (see Markou 2008 for review). Nevertheless, the
availability of genetically engineered mice provides unique
opportunities to further explore the molecular basis of
nicotine dependence. The vast majority of nicotine self-
administration studies in mice have used voluntary oral
intake procedures that do not involve instrumental learning
and therefore do not directly probe the motivational aspects
of nicotine consumption (e.g., Adriani et al. 2002;
Robinson et al. 1996). Consequently, a number of labora-
tories have implemented an operant procedure of drug
administration through the lateral tail vein in which the
nose-poke responses of a “master” mouse control the
delivery of nicotine infusions to itself and a paired “yoked”
mouse (e.g., Criswell 1982; Martellotta et al. 1995;
Paterson et al. 2003; Semenova et al. 1995). This
procedure, however, presents major limitations. First, each
individual mouse can only perform a limited number of
self-administration sessions and experiments using this
technique necessitate the use of hundreds of mice (e.g.,
Paterson et al. 2003), which is impractical particularly in
the case of genetically engineered animals. Additionally,
this method involves the partial restraint of the mouse,
which may lead to stress-related effects.
Subsequent efforts have been directed towards the
development of a reliable procedure of intravenous nicotine
self-administration in chronically catheterized mice, but this
has proven challenging. Previous attempts were biased by
the fact that mice were initially trained to respond for
another reinforcer, such as cocaine, water, or food, before
being switched to nicotine (Bilkei-Gorzo et al. 2008;
Epping-Jordan et al. 1999; Picciotto et al. 1998; Stolerman
et al. 1999). Acquisition of operant conditioning using an
alternative positive reinforcer, especially a drug of abuse, is
likely to induce neuroadaptive changes in brain reward
systems, including the cholinergic pathways, thereby
altering subsequent responding for nicotine reinforcement
(Williams and Adinoff 2008). Recent endeavors to circum-
vent this drawback have entailed the use of less demanding
response requirements (i.e., nose-poking under a continu-
ous schedule of reinforcement), paired with the contingent
presentation of environmental cues to signal nicotine
delivery (Galeote et al. 2009; Martin-Garcia et al. 2009;
Plaza-Zabala et al. 2010).
The aim of the present study was to develop a reliable
and unbiased procedure for intravenous nicotine self-
administration in freely moving C57BL/6J mice that could
be applied in genetically engineered animals. Nicotine
dose-effect function, extinction of responding, and cue-
induced reinstatement were characterized. Patterns of
responding were also analyzed in detail. As a positive
control for our experimental procedures, we assessed
intravenous cocaine self-administration under identical
conditions in an independent cohort of mice. Finally, we
evaluated operant responding for the presentation of a
visual stimulus in a separate group of mice trained to
respond exclusively for the light cue contingently associat-
ed with drug delivery in the mice tested for nicotine and
cocaine self-administration.
Materials and methods
Animals
Male C57BL/6J mice (Jackson, Sacramento, CA, USA)
were maintained in a 12-h light/dark cycle (lights on at
07:00 pm) in a temperature- (72°F) and humidity-controlled
(50%) vivarium. Mice were obtained at 8 weeks of age and
acclimated for a minimum of 7 days to their new
environment before undergoing surgery. After surgery,
mice were individually housed to prevent damage to the
catheter. Water was available ad libitum, except during the
1-h self-administration sessions. Mice were fed ad libitum
with standard rodent chow (Harlan Teklad, Frederick, MD,
USA) until the day before self-administration sessions
started, and they were then given 3.8-4.2 g of food pellets
once daily after the session (approximately 85% of ad
libitum intake). Testing was conducted during the dark
phase of the circadian cycle. All procedures were carried
out in accordance with the National Institutes of Health
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and
were approved by the University of California San Diego
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Drugs
(−)-Nicotine hydrogen tartrate salt (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA) was dissolved in physiological saline (0.9%;
Hospira, Lake Forest, IL, USA) at a concentration of
0.3 mg/ml. The pH was adjusted to 7.2±0.2 using sodium
hydroxide, and the solution was sterilized through a 0.22-
μm syringe filter. The stock solution was stored in a glass
bottle for up to 1 week, and dilutions adjusted to the body
weight of each mouse were prepared daily. Cocaine
hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in physiolog-
ical saline at a concentration of 2 mg/ml, and dilutions
adjusted to the body weight of each mouse were prepared
daily. All nicotine doses are expressed as free-base
concentrations, and cocaine doses as salt concentrations.
Heparinized saline was prepared by adding heparin
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USA) to bacteriostatic saline (Hospira) at a concentration
of 60 USP units per milliliter. Isoflurane was obtained
from Minrad (Orchard Park, NY, USA). Flunixin 50 mg/ml
(MWI Veterinary Supply, Meridian, ID, USA) was
diluted 200 times in saline for injection. Timentin
(GlaxoSmithKline, Coraopolis, PA, USA) was dissolved
in heparinized saline at a concentration of 0.1 mg/ml
Baytril (Bayer, Shawnee Mission, KS, USA) and diluted
in heparinized saline at a concentration of 5 mg/ml.
Ketamine hydrochloride (Fort Dodge Animal Health,
Fort Dodge, IA, USA) and midazolam (Baxter Health-
care, Deerfield, IL, USA) were mixed in saline at final
concentrations of 5 and 0.25 mg/ml, respectively.
Surgery and operant conditioning apparatus
Details can be found in Supplementary Methods.
Intravenous drug self-administration
Experiment 1: Acquisition, generation of dose-response
function, extinction, and reinstatement of intravenous self-
administration of nicotine or cocaine under a fixed-ratio 3
schedule of reinforcement A cohort of 25 mice was trained
to self-administer nicotine at a dose of 0.03 mg/kg/infusion
(18 μl delivered over 1 s) under a fixed-ratio 1 (FR1) time-
out (TO) 20-s schedule of reinforcement during 1-h sessions
conducted 5 days per week. Responding on one of the two
levers was reinforced by a drug infusion (active lever),
while responding on the other lever was recorded but had
no scheduled consequences (inactive lever). To minimize
bias due to position preference, the side assignment (left or
right) of the active and inactive levers was counterbalanced
among mice. The light cue located above the active lever
was turned on at the beginning of the infusion (1 s) and
remained lit during the time-out period (20 s) to signal drug
delivery. The criteria for acquisition were the following: (1)
at least 10 infusions earned per session, (2) at least 70%
selectivity for the active lever over the inactive lever, and
(3) no more than 20% variability in the number of
infusions earned over two consecutive sessions. Once the
acquisition criteria were met, the response requirement was
increased to FR3 until criteria 2 and 3 were met. Saline
was then substituted for nicotine until stable responding
was achieved (less than 20% variability over two consec-
utive sessions). A dose-response function was then
generated according to a within-subjects design by giving
each mouse access to different doses of nicotine (0, 0.01,
0.02, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.1 mg/kg/infusion) in a pseudo-
random order as described below. Specifically, the training
dose (0.03 mg/kg/infusion) was the first and last dose to be
presented to each mouse to ensure that responding was
reinforced with nicotine after the saline substitution phase
and before the transition to the extinction phase. Data
plotted on the graphs for the 0.03 mg/kg/infusion dose
correspond to the last presentation of the training dose. The
remaining nicotine doses were presented according to a
Latin-square design. Each nicotine dose was available until
the stability criterion was met (less than 20% variability
over two consecutive sessions). A priming infusion was
delivered at the beginning of each session during the
dose-response function determination to expose the mouse
to the dose available during that session. For all doses
(including saline), completion of the FR3 resulted in the
delivery of an infusion and illumination of the cue light for
20 s during which lever presses were counted but had no
scheduled consequences (TO 20 s). A total of 13 mice
completed the dose-response phase (i.e., 13 mice had a
functional catheter for 10 weeks or more of testing). Mice
then proceeded to the extinction phase. During the 19
1-h extinction sessions, mice were not tethered, and
pressing the active lever did not result in the presentation
of the stimulus light or the pump sound. Finally, one test of
cue-induced reinstatement was conducted on the day after
the 19th extinction session. During the 1-h reinstatement
session, mice were tethered, and the stimulus light and
pump sound were presented according to an FR3 TO 20-s
schedule, but no infusion was actually delivered because
several of the mice no longer had functional catheters.
Extinction and reinstatement data were collected for 10
mice.
An identical experiment was simultaneously conducted
in an independent cohort of 17 mice self-administering
cocaine. The training dose was 0.3 mg/kg/infusion, and the
dose-response included cocaine doses of 0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 1, and 3 mg/kg/infusion. A total of nine mice
completed the cocaine dose-response function, eight of
which underwent the extinction and cue-induced reinstate-
ment phases.
Experiment 2: Self-administration of low doses of nicotine
An independent cohort of mice (n=37) was used to
assess whether reliable nicotine self-administration may be
detected using doses of nicotine lower than 0.01 mg/kg/
infusion. Although the experimental timeline was essential-
ly the same as in experiment 1, a number of modifications
were implemented. To expedite data collection, mice were
maintained on an FR1 schedule of reinforcement through-
out the experiment. The training dose was 0.01 mg/kg/
infusion, and the dose-response included the following
nicotine doses: 0, 0.001, 0.003, 0.06, and 0.1 mg/kg/
infusion. The saline substitution phase was limited to three
sessions, after which the training dose was presented for
three sessions. Determination of the dose-response function
was then initiated. Each nicotine dose (including saline)
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between each of these doses, mice were allowed to self-
administer the training dose for one session. A priming
infusion was delivered at the beginning of each session
during the dose-response determination. A total of 10 mice
completed the dose-response determination.
Experiment 3: Operant responding for a visual stimulus A
separate group of mice (n=10) that did not undergo surgery
was trained to lever press for the visual stimulus using
acquisition criteria identical to those described in experi-
ment 1. Mice were then exposed to 10 extinction sessions,
followed by one test of cue-induced reinstatement. Seven
mice met the acquisition criteria, and extinction and
reinstatement data were collected for six mice.
Analyses of patterns of responding
Frequency distribution of inter-response intervals Inter-
response intervals (IRIs) were extracted from MedPC IV
raw data files (Med Associates). Data from the 13 mice that
completed the nicotine dose-response phase in experiment
1 were examined using files corresponding to the last self-
administration session of 0, 0.01, 0.03, and 0.1 mg nicotine/
kg/infusion. Likewise, data from the nine mice that
completed the cocaine dose-response phase in experiment
1 were examined using files corresponding to the last self-
administration session of 0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 3 mg cocaine/
kg/infusion. Data from the last acquisition session of the
mice trained to respond for the visual stimulus (experiment
3, n=7) were also analyzed. Lever presses during the time-
out period were excluded, as well as the lever presses
preceding the first infusion of the session. The remaining
responses were sorted into “first” and “second and third”
post-timeout responses. The time-out duration (20 s) was
subtracted from the first IRI. These two series of values
were then analyzed for relative frequency distribution. A
preliminary analysis based on 20-s bins indicated that
nicotine primarily altered IRIs shorter than 60 s and IRIs
longer than 240 s. Relative frequencies are therefore
presented for IRIs below 60 s, between 60 and 240 s, and
above 240 s.
Return maps of inter-response intervals and running
averages The serial temporal organization of the same
sequences of IRIs was analyzed using extended return
maps. Standard return maps consist of plotting IRIs against
preceding IRIs to examine the regularity of the observed
behavior. The lag value of a return map designates the shift
between the IRI used as the ordinate and the IRI used as the
abscissa. Thus, a lag L return map uses the following
equation: IRIn+L=f(IRIn). Extended return maps have been
developed to improve the analyzing ability of return maps
for data strongly contaminated with noise and have proven
well-suited to uncover dynamic patterns of operant behav-
ior (Li and Huston 2002). To this end, running averages
(RAs) are used instead of IRIs themselves. The fold F of an
extended return map specifies the range within which the
RA is computed, according to
FRAn=IRIn+IRIn+1+
IRIn+2+...+IRIn+F−1. A lag L fold F extended return map
uses the following equation:
FRAn+L=f(
FRAn). Standard
return maps are considered to have a fold value of 1. In
our case, the frequency distribution analysis indicated a
bimodal distribution of the IRIs, with the first IRIs post-
timeout being significantly longer than the second and third
IRIs. Standard return maps with a lag value of 3 were
therefore plotted according to the equation IRIn+3=f(IRIn).
New data sets were then generated, consisting of the fold 3
running averages of the original IRIs according to the
following formula:
3RAn=IRIn+IRIn+3+IRIn+6 (so that the
first, second, and third IRIs post-timeout were averaged
separately). Extended return maps with a fold of 3 (and a
lag of 3) were then plotted according to the equation
3RAn+3=f(
3RAn). Likewise, fold 5 RAs were calculated
(
5RAn=IRIn+IRIn+3+IRIn+6+IRIn+9+IRIn+12), and fold 5
(lag 3) extended return maps were plotted according to
5RAn+3=f(
5RAn). Higher-fold maps were not generated
because IRI sequences for some mice at the highest nicotine
and cocaine doses were too short to calculate fold 6 and
higher RAs.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism
version 4.03 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA).
Attrition and acquisition rates were compared using the χ
2
test. All other data were first subjected to the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov normality test to determine whether they followed
a Gaussian or non-parametric distribution, and the appro-
priate statistical test was subsequently selected. The
numbers of sessions to criterion were analyzed using two-
tailed Student's t test or Mann-Whitney test for unpaired
samples. Normally distributed data from the dose-response
studies and from the IRI frequency distribution were
subjected to a one-way repeated-measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA), with nicotine or cocaine dose as the
within-subjects factor. When appropriate, multiple compar-
isons were performed using Dunnett's test (with saline as
the control condition). When data were non-parametric,
Friedman's test was applied and followed, when appropri-
ate, by Dunn's multiple comparisons. Data from the
extinction phase were also analyzed using repeated-
measures ANOVA or Friedman's test, with extinction
session as the within-subjects factor. Data from the last
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the last two sessions before extinction and with data from
the cue-induced reinstatement session using Student's t test
or the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for matched samples.
Two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to com-
pare data of the two nicotine dose-response functions
generated under the FR schedule. Differences in the
frequency distribution of the first and the second and third
IRIs were examined using two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA, with nicotine dose as the within-subjects factor.
Return maps were analyzed using linear regression. Data
from all mice were collapsed into a single sequence of IRIs or
RAs for a given experimental condition to generate the
associated standard or extended return maps. Slopes, inter-
cepts, and goodness of fit (r
2) obtained for each fitted line of
the return maps were then subjected to two-way ANOVA
without replication (McDonald 2009), using nicotine or
cocaine dose and return map fold as variables. To further
analyze the main effects of nicotine dose on the slope and
goodness of fit, individual regression lines were generated for
each mouse and the latter parameters were analyzed using
one-tailed Student's t test or Wilcoxon test for matched pairs.
The level of statistical significance was set at 0.05.
Results
Experiment 1
C57BL/6J mice learned to self-administer cocaine faster
than nicotine
Mice trained to self-administer cocaine required signifi-
cantly fewer sessions to reach the acquisition criteria on an
FR3 schedule than mice trained to self-administer nicotine
(Mann-Whitney test, U=9, p≤0.001; Fig. 1). However,
mice responding for nicotine and for cocaine both needed a
similar number of sessions to stabilize their response rates
during the saline substitution phase (Supplementary Figure
S1). Finally, the average number of sessions that were
necessary to meet the stability criterion for each dose of the
dose-response function was significantly smaller for the
mice self-administering cocaine than for the mice self-
administering nicotine (unpaired t test, t20=3.36, p<0.01;
Supplementary Figure S1).
Attrition rates due to acquisition failure, catheter
dysfunction, or health degradation were comparable be-
tween the two cohorts. Of the 25 mice initially trained to
self-administer nicotine, four (16%) failed to meet the
acquisition criteria, eight (32%) were excluded due to
catheter leakage or sickness, and 13 (52%) completed the
dose-response function. Of the 17 mice initially trained to
self-administer cocaine, three (18%) did not acquire self-
administration, five (29%) had compromised catheters or
health conditions, and nine (53%) completed the entire
dose-response function.
High dose of nicotine led to decreased response rates
Figure 1a (lower black trace) shows the dose-effect curve of
responding for nicotine concentrations ranging from 0.01 to
0.1 mg/kg/infusion under an FR3 schedule of reinforce-
ment. A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant
main effect of nicotine dose (F5,60=4.08, p<0.01).
Although none of the doses led to an increased number of
earned infusions compared with saline, responding was
significantly lower for the 0.1 mg/kg/infusion dose
(p<0.01). This decrease in responding reflected an adjust-
ment of the total nicotine intake consumed during the
1-h session, in which mice actually self-administered
Fig. 1 Experiment 1. Dose-response curve of intravenous nicotine
self-administration under a fixed-ratio 3 (FR3) schedule of reinforce-
ment. a Number of reinforcers earned during the 1-h self-
administration session (lower black trace, left Y-axis) and selectivity
for the active lever (upper gray trace, right Y-axis). b Total nicotine
intake expressed in milligrams nicotine per kilogram body weight.
Results are expressed as mean±SEM (n=13). Data were subjected to
repeated-measures ANOVA or Friedman's test followed by post hoc
comparisons with the 0 mg/kg/infusion dose (saline infusion; *p<
0.05, **p<0.01)
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tions (repeated-measures ANOVA, F5,60=17.85, p<0.001;
Fig. 2b). High selectivity for the active lever was
maintained for all nicotine doses, including saline
(Fig. 1a, upper gray trace).
Selectivity for the nicotine-associated lever decreased
during the extinction phase and was restored
during the cue-induced reinstatement session
Although no main effect of session was observed on the
number of presses on the active lever across the extinction
phase, presses on the inactive lever significantly increased
over time (Friedman test, Q18=42.25, p≤0.001), consistent
with a simultaneous decrease in selectivity for the active
lever (repeated-measures ANOVA, F18,162=1.83, p<0.05;
Fig. 3). Accordingly, responding during the last extinction
session (session 19) was significantly different from
responding during the last two self-administration sessions
(nicotine 0.03 mg/kg/infusion; indicated as “Pre” in Fig. 2)
for both inactive lever presses (paired t test, t9=3.01, p<
0.05) and selectivity (Wilcoxon test, W=47, p<0.05), but
not for active lever presses (Fig. 2).
Response-contingent presentation of nicotine-associated
cues during the reinstatement session led to a marked,
though variable, increase in the mean number of responses
emitted on the active lever (Wilcoxon test, W=−38, p<
0.05) but did not affect the number of responses on the
inactive lever compared with the last extinction session
(Fig. 2). Consequently, selectivity for the active lever also
improved (paired t test, t9=2.46, p<0.05; Fig. 2).
To dissociate responding for the cue light from nicotine
seeking, we analyzed the effect of withholding and
reinstating nicotine delivery while the visual stimulus was
still contingently presented. For that purpose, responding at
the beginning and the end of the saline substitution phase
(nicotine withheld, indicated as “Sal First” and “Sal Last”
in Supplementary Figure S2a) was compared to the
preceding and following self-administration sessions (nico-
tine 0.03 mg/kg/infusion, indicated as “Nic Pre” and “Nic
Post” in Supplementary Figure S2a). Interestingly, both
response rates and selectivity were insensitive to the
removal and subsequent resumption of nicotine delivery
(Supplementary Figure S2a).
Cocaine self-administration produced an inverted
U-shaped dose-response curve
To ensure that our experimental conditions were appropriate
for detecting the reinforcing effects of a drug, we generated a
cocaine dose-effect function in an independent cohort of mice
trained to self-administer cocaine at a dose of 0.3 mg/kg/
infusion (Fig. 3). Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a
main effect of cocaine dose (F7,56=16.72, p<0.001). Post hoc
analyses indicated that mice earned more infusions when self-
administering cocaine doses between 0.03 and 0.3 mg/kg/
infusion than when self-administering saline (p<0.01).
However, self-administration of the highest cocaine dose
(3 mg/kg/infusion) resulted in a significant decrease in
responding compared with saline (p<0.05). Thus, cocaine
self-administration under experimental conditions identical to
those used for nicotine self-administration yielded a typical
Fig. 2 Experiment 1. Extinction and cue-induced reinstatement of
nicotine seeking. The graph shows mean±SEM (n=10) of responses
on the active lever (black triangles, left Y-axis), responses on the
inactive lever (white triangles, left Y-axis), and selectivity for the
active lever (gray circles, right Y-axis). The “Pre” data represent
the average of the last two sessions of nicotine (0.03 mg/kg) self-
administration collected at the end of the dose-response phase
immediately before the extinction phase began. Extinction data were
subjected to repeated-measures ANOVA or Friedman's test, and data
from the 19th extinction session were compared with data from the
last two self-administration sessions (Pre,
#p<0.05) and from the cue-
induced reinstatement session (Cue, *p<0.05) using paired t test or
Wilcoxon test
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trace). This dose-response function translated to a monotonic
increasing function in terms of total amount of cocaine self-
administered (F7,56=83.50, p<0.001; Fig. 3b), indicating that
mice adjusted their responding to titrate their intake.
Selectivity for the active lever, although consistently
above 80%, was also sensitive to the dose of cocaine
(Friedman test, Q7=20.30, p<0.01) and was higher for
doses between 0.2 and 1 mg/kg/infusion than for the
0.01 mg/kg/infusion dose (Fig. 3a, upper gray trace).
Responding on the cocaine-reinforced lever diminished
during extinction and was reinstated upon presentation
of cocaine-associated cues
The number of responses on the active lever significantly
decreased during the extinction phase (Friedman test, Q18=
34.58, p≤0.01) and showed a dramatic reduction across the
first three extinction sessions (Fig. 4). However, inactive
lever presses and selectivity for the active lever remained
unaltered. On the last day of extinction (session 19), both
the number of active lever presses and selectivity were
lower than on the last two self-administration sessions
(cocaine 0.3 mg/kg/infusion; indicated as “Pre” in Fig. 4),
while the number of inactive lever presses did not differ
(paired t tests, t7=7.68, p<0.001, t7=3.05, p<0.05, and n.s.,
respectively).
Cue-induced reinstatement led to a significant increase in
active lever presses (paired t test, t7=2.74, p<0.05) but did
not impact responding on the inactive lever or selectivity
compared with the last extinction session (Fig. 4).
Extinction of responding for cocaine also occurred during
the saline substitution phase, as response rates decreased
(paired t test, t8=3.19, p<0.05) and selectivity tended to
decline (paired t test, t8=2.13, p=0.07) despite the contin-
gent presentation of the visual stimulus (see Supplementary
Figure S2b, “Coc Pre” vs “Sal Last”). Resuming cocaine
delivery restored selectivity (paired t test, t8=6.36, p<0.001)
but did not affect response rates (see Supplementary Figure
S2b, “Sal Last” vs “Coc Post”).
Experiment 2
Further decreases in nicotine dose did not increase
self-administration rates, but the highest nicotine dose
reproducibly decreased responding
To assess whether the ascending limb of a putative inverted
U-shaped dose-response curve may have been missed in
experiment 1 due to the use of a narrow range of nicotine
doses that could have been relatively high, lower nicotine
doses were tested (Fig. 5). Similar to experiment 1
(Fig. 1a), a main effect of dose was detected (repeated-
measures ANOVA, F5,45=3.37, p<0.05), but no nicotine
dose increased responding above saline-maintained
responding, and availability of the 0.1 mg/kg/infusion
nicotine dose again resulted in a decreased number of
earned infusions compared with saline (p<0.05; Fig. 5,
lower black trace). As previously observed, selectivity for
the active lever was not affected by nicotine dose (Fig. 5,
upper gray trace).
Decreasing the response requirement (FR1 in experiment
2 vs FR3 in experiment 1) resulted in slightly higher
responding overall (compare Figs. 1a and 5), but the
difference between the numbers of infusions earned for the
same nicotine doses (i.e., 0, 0.01, 0.06, and 0.1 mg/kg/
infusion) under the two different FRs did not reach statistical
significance. A main effect of nicotine dose was observed
(F3,21=9.69, p<0.001), and post hoc tests indicated that
response rates decreased at the 0.1 mg/kg/infusion nicotine
Fig. 3 Experiment 1. Dose-response curve of intravenous cocaine
self-administration under a fixed-ratio 3 (FR3) schedule of reinforce-
ment. a Number of reinforcers earned during the 1-h self-
administration session (lower black trace, left Y-axis) and selectivity
for the active lever (upper gray trace, right Y-axis). b Total cocaine
intake expressed in milligrams cocaine per kilogram body weight.
Results are expressed as mean±SEM (n=9). Data were subjected to
repeated-measures ANOVA or Friedman's test followed by post hoc
comparisons with the 0 mg/kg/infusion dose (saline infusion; *p<
0.05, **p<0.01) and 0.01 mg/kg/infusion dose (
#p<0.05)
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Similarly, two-way repeated-measures ANOVA did not
detect an effect of FR on the selectivity for the active lever
b u tr e v e a l e da ne f f e c to fn i c o t i n ed o s e( F3,21=3.08,p<0.05),
thereby reflecting a trend toward increased selectivity at the
highest nicotine dose (0.1 mg/kg/infusion).
Experiment 3
Operant responding for the visual stimulus
To assess the possibility that responding was primarily
motivated by the visual stimulus presented upon infusion
delivery, experimental conditions identical to those in
experiment 1 were used to measure the level of behavior
maintained by the light cue alone. Of the 10 mice trained to
lever press for the light cue, seven met the acquisition
criteria after an average of 19.6±2.9 sessions. This rate of
successful acquisition (70%) was comparable to the rate
achieved by mice trained to lever press for nicotine in
experiment 1 (13 of 17 mice, 76.5%), when not taking into
account the mice excluded due to catheter or health
concerns, given that these instances were related to the
surgical procedure not undergone by mice in experiment 3.
The number of sessions required to meet the acquisition
criteria was not significantly different between the two
cohorts. At the end of acquisition, an average of 12.1±1.1
reinforcers (cue light presentations) was obtained, which
did not differ from the 13.0±1.6 infusions earned by
nicotine self-administering mice by the end of the acquisi-
tion phase (0.03 mg/kg/infusion) in experiment 1. However,
selectivity for the active lever (82.1±2.8%) was signifi-
cantly lower than selectivity of nicotine-self-administering
mice (91.5±1.9%; unpaired t test, t18=2.80, p<0.05).
Interestingly, mice self-administering saline during the
dose-response phase of experiment 1 also earned a similar
number of reinforcers (13.5±1.7 infusions, unpaired t test,
n.s.) and showed higher selectivity for the active lever
(89.6±1.9%; unpaired t test, t18=2.29, p<0.05) than mice
exclusively lever pressing for the cue light in experiment 3.
During the extinction phase (Fig. 6), a strong trend
toward a main effect of session was found on the number of
responses on the active lever (repeated-measures ANOVA,
Fig. 4 Experiment 1. Extinction and cue-induced reinstatement of
cocaine seeking. The graph shows mean±SEM (n=8) of responses on
the active lever (black triangles, left Y-axis), responses on the inactive
lever (white triangles, left Y-axis), and selectivity for the active lever
(gray circles, right Y-axis). The “Pre” data represent the average of the
last two sessions of cocaine (0.3 mg/kg) self-administration collected
at the end of the dose-response phase immediately before the
extinction phase began. Extinction data were subjected to Friedman's
test, and data from the 19th extinction session were compared with
data from the last two self-administration sessions (Pre,
#p<0.05,
###p<0.001) and from the cue-induced reinstatement session (Cue,
*p<0.05) using paired t tests
Fig. 5 Experiment 2. Dose-response curve of intravenous nicotine
self-administration under a fixed-ratio 1 (FR1) schedule of reinforce-
ment. The graph shows the number of reinforcers earned during the
1-h self-administration session (lower black trace, left Y-axis) and the
selectivity for the active lever (upper gray trace, right Y-axis). Results
are expressed as mean±SEM (n=10). Data were subjected to
repeated-measures ANOVA or Friedman's test followed by post
hoc comparisons with the 0 mg/kg/infusion dose (saline infusion;
*p<0.05)
290 Psychopharmacology (2010) 212:283–299F9,45=2.03, p=0.06), while the number of presses on the
inactive lever and the selectivity for the active lever
remained stable over time. Accordingly, responding during
the last extinction session (session 10) was significantly
different from responding during the last two acquisition
sessions (indicated as “Pre” in Fig. 6) for active lever
presses (paired t test, t5=2.18, p<0.05) but not for inactive
lever presses and selectivity.
Resuming the presentation of the visual stimulus during the
reinstatement session increased the number of presses on the
active lever (paired t test, t5=2.35, p<0.05) but did not affect
presses on the inactive lever or selectivity for the active lever
compared with the last extinction session (Fig. 6).
Analysis of patterns of responding
Analysis of frequency distribution
Patterns of responding were analyzed to determine whether
they could differentiate lever pressing for nicotine from
saline- and cue-maintained behavior. For this purpose, the
intervals between the end of the time-out period and
the first response post-timeout and the intervals preceding
the second and third responses post-timeout were examined
separately using data from experiment 1 in which an FR3
schedule of reinforcement was used. Responses emitted
during the time-out period were not taken into consider-
ation in the analyses reported below. Our results, however,
were not significantly affected by the inclusion or exclusion
of time-out responses (see Supplementary Figure S3 and
Supplementary Results).
The frequency distribution of these two types of IRIs
was clearly different, with the second and third IRIs being
markedly shorter than the first IRI (Fig. 7a vs b).
Significant differences were detected when comparing
the percentages of the two types of intervals that were
shorter than 60 s, between 60 and 240 s, or longer than
240 s for all doses of nicotine analyzed, including saline
(two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs, F1,24=67.42, p<
0.001, F1,24=29.42, p<0.001, and F1,24=15.80, p<0.001,
respectively).
A main effect of nicotine dose was detected on both
short and long intervals (F3,24=4.03, p≤0.01, and F3,24=
5.20, p<0.01, respectively). Nicotine actually impacted the
duration of the first IRI (Supplementary Figure S3 and
Fig. 7a) without altering the duration of the second and
third IRIs (Supplementary Figure S3 and Fig. 7b). For the
first response post-timeout, the relative frequency of short
IRIs (below 60 s) was dose-dependently decreased by
nicotine (Friedman test, Q3=11.67, p<0.01), an effect
mirrored by a concomitant increase in the incidence of
long intervals (above 240 s; repeated-measures ANOVA,
F3,36=4.27, p<0.05). Nicotine self-administration, there-
fore, shifted the interval length toward longer durations,
with less than 15% of the intervals being shorter than 60 s
and half of the intervals being longer than 240 s for mice
self-administering nicotine at a dose of 0.1 mg/kg/infusion
(p<0.01, compared with saline; Fig. 7a).
Interestingly, the frequency distribution of the IRIs for
the first response following the delivery of the saline
infusion (together with the cue light, experiment 1,
“Saline+Cue”) was similar to the frequency distribution
Fig. 6 Experiment 3. Extinction and cue-induced reinstatement of
visual stimulus seeking. The graph shows the mean±SEM (n=6) of
responses on the active lever (black triangles, left Y-axis), responses
on the inactive lever (white triangles, left Y-axis), and selectivity for
the active lever (gray circles, right Y-axis). The “Pre” data represent
the average of the last two sessions of acquisition collected
immediately before the extinction phase began. Extinction data were
subjected to repeated-measures ANOVA or Friedman's test, and data
from the 10th extinction session were compared with data from the
last two acquisition sessions (Pre,
#p<0.05) and from the cue-induced
reinstatement session (Cue, *p<0.05) using paired t tests
Psychopharmacology (2010) 212:283–299 291obtained for the first response following presentation of the
visual stimulus alone (experiment 3, “Cue only”;s e e
Supplementary Figure S4). No significant differences were
detected for any of the intervals when comparing respond-
ing for Saline + Cue and Cue alone.
The frequency distribution of IRIs was also analyzed for
mice self-administering cocaine in experiment 1. Doses of
cocaine that led to increased response rates compared with
saline produced a concomitant shortening of the first IRI,
while doses on the descending limb of the inverted U-
Fig. 7 Frequency distribution
of IRIs in mice self-
administering different doses of
nicotine (a, b) or cocaine (c)
(experiment 1). a Relative fre-
quency of short (below 60 s),
intermediate (between 60 and
240 s), and long (above 240 s)
intervals between the end of the
time-out period and the first
response post-timeout. b Rela-
tive frequency of short, inter-
mediate, and long intervals
preceding the second and third
responses post-timeout. Results
are expressed as mean±SEM
(n=13). Data were subjected to
one-way repeated-measures
ANOVA or Friedman's test, with
nicotine dose as the within-
subjects factor, followed by post
hoc comparisons with the 0 mg/
kg/infusion dose (saline; **p<
0.01). c Relative frequency of
short, intermediate, and long
intervals between the end of the
time-out period and the first
response after infusion in mice
self-administering cocaine.
Results are expressed as mean±
SEM (n=9). Data were sub-
jected to Friedman's test, with
cocaine dose as the within-
subjects factor, followed by post
hoc comparisons with the
0.1 mg/kg/infusion dose (
#p<
0.05,
###p<0.001)
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post-timeout (Fig. 7c). A significant effect of cocaine dose
was found on the frequency distribution of short (below
60 s, Friedman test, Q4=23.62, p<0.001), intermediate
(between 60 and 240 s, Friedman test, Q4=11.43, p<0.05),
and long (above 240 s, Friedman test, Q4=23.20, p<0.001)
IRIs for the first response post-timeout. Post hoc tests
indicated that the relative frequency of the short intervals
was increased by the 0.1 mg/kg/infusion dose of cocaine
compared with saline (p<0.05), while it was decreased by
the 3 mg/kg/infusion dose compared with the 0.01, 0.1,
a n d1m g / k g / i n f u s i o nd o s e s( p<0.05, p<0.001, and p<
0.05, respectively). The latter effect of the 3 mg/kg/
infusion dose was mirrored by a concomitant increase in
the frequency of the long intervals compared with the
0.01, 0.1, and 1 mg/kg/infusion doses (p<0.05, p<0.001,
and p<0.01, respectively).
Return map analysis
The IRIs were further analyzed for their regularity using
return maps. To this end, each IRI (IRIn+3) was plotted
against the third previous interval (IRIn) to take into
account the bimodal distribution of IRIs that differentiate
the first from the second and third interval post-timeout (see
above). Such lag 3 return maps were plotted for each
sequence of intervals obtained for different nicotine doses
self-administered in experiment 1 (0, 0.01, 0.03, and
0.1 mg/kg/infusion). No pattern emerged from the scatter
plot generated for any of the nicotine doses (Fig. 8a). Fold
3 and fold 5 extended return maps were therefore plotted, as
they are more likely than standard return maps to reveal
patterns within highly variable data sets (Fig. 8b and c).
Increasing the fold value enhanced the linearity of the
scatter plots. Linear regression parameters (slope, Y-
intercept, goodness of fit) obtained for each nicotine dose
were all sensitive to the fold value (two-way ANOVA,
F2,6=255.19, p<0.001, F2,6=26.51, p<0.01, F2,6=725.94,
p<0.001, respectively), with the slope approaching 1, the
intercept approaching 0, and the goodness of fit approach-
ing 1 with each fold increment. Importantly, a main effect
of nicotine dose was also found on the slope (F3,6=9.35,
p<0.05) and on the goodness of fit (F3,6=6.78, p<0.05),
with the slope approaching 1 and the goodness of fit
approaching 1 with increasing doses of nicotine (see
Fig. 8b and c). Analysis of individual regression lines
confirmed that the slope was closer to 1 (fold 3, Wilcoxon
test, W=−37, p<0.05) and the goodness of fit was closer
to 1 (fold 1, Wilcoxon test, W=−71, p<0.01;fold5,paired
t test, t6=2.23, p<0.05) with the 0.1 mg/kg/infusion
nicotine dose than with saline. These results suggest that
nicotine enhanced the regularity of lever pressing
behavior, as it decreased the spread (or diffuseness) of
the scatter plot. High doses of nicotine concentrated the
dots along a line, instead of within a cluster, because the
plotted data sets combined IRIs of disparate durations
(see above).
Interestingly, the extended return maps generated for
saline-reinforced behavior (0 mg/kg/infusion dose of the
nicotine dose-response curve in experiment 1, “Saline+
Cue”) were similar to the extended return maps obtained for
cue-reinforced behavior (experiment 3, “Cue only”; see
Supplementary Figure S5a-c for standard lag 3 return map
and fold 3 and fold 5 extended return maps, respectively).
Increasing the fold value of the maps likewise enhanced the
linearity of the scatter plot (two-way ANOVA, F2,2=83.08,
p<0.05, for the slope; F2,2=90.76, p<0.05, for the Y-
intercept; F2,2=152.83, p<0.01, for the goodness of fit), but
no main effect of saline infusion was found on any of the
linear regression parameters.
An identical return map analysis was conducted for lever
pressing activity supported by different doses of cocaine (0,
0.01, 0.1, 1, and 3 mg/kg/infusion) in experiment 1 (see
Supplementary Figure S6a-c). Similar to the above, the
linearity of the scatter plots was sensitive to the fold value
and increased with each fold increment (two-way ANOVA,
F2,8=30.76, p<0.001, for the slope; F2,8=14.54, p<0.01,
for the Y-intercept; F2,8=110.93, p<0.001, for the goodness
of fit). However, cocaine did not influence any of the linear
regression parameters.
Discussion
The present study reports the characterization of intrave-
nous nicotine self-administration in C57BL/6J mice. Our
procedure was based on established protocols of psychos-
timulant self-administration in mice (Caine et al. 2002;Y a n
et al. 2006) and nicotine self-administration in rats
(Corrigall and Coen 1989; Watkins et al. 1999). Under
our experimental conditions, operant responding for nico-
tine could not be differentiated from saline- or cue light-
maintained behavior in terms of the number of reinforcers
earned within a session. Mice self-administering nicotine
showed a remarkable selectivity for the active lever, which
decreased across the extinction sessions and was restored
during the reinstatement test. The selectivity was higher in
mice self-administering nicotine than in mice lever pressing
exclusively for the visual stimulus alone and tended to be
increased by high doses of nicotine. Furthermore, nicotine
dose-dependently delayed the emission of the first response
post-timeout and enhanced the regularity of lever pressing
activity. Our data also provide unambiguous evidence that
the visual stimulus itself supports operant responding, in
accordance with previous findings (Donny et al. 2003;
Olsen and Winder 2009).
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conditions, C57BL/6J mice maintained cocaine, but not
nicotine, self-administration above saline-sustained levels.
The inverted U-shaped dose-response curve we obtained
for cocaine matches previously published data (Caine et al.
1999; Thomsen and Caine 2006), thereby validating our
experimental conditions. The nicotine dose-effect function,
on the other hand, was flat, except for a decrease in
responding at the highest dose tested. This is one of the first
reports of a within-subjects dose-response curve for the
maintenance of nicotine self-administration using a ran-
domized dose order. An earlier study showed significant
self-administration of nicotine at a dose of 0.1 mg/kg/
infusion, but this was the first dose of a descending series to
Fig. 8 Return maps of IRIs and
running averages in mice self-
administering different doses of
nicotine (experiment 1). a Stan-
dard (fold 1) lag 3 return map. b
Fold 3 extended return map. c
Fold 5 extended return map.
Data were subjected to linear
regression analysis to determine
the slope, intercept, and good-
ness of fit of the best fitting line
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1999). An order effect in that study, therefore, may have
been responsible for the observed rate of responding above
saline-maintained levels. Two more recent studies used a
between-subjects design to study the effects of dose on the
acquisition of nicotine self-administration (Galeote et al.
2009; Martin-Garcia et al. 2009). Inter-cohort variability,
however, limits the interpretability of between-subjects
dose-response curves (Martin-Garcia et al. 2009). Data
collected under these conditions led to a flat dose-intake
relationship reminiscent of the dose-response curve we
obtained here, except for a decrease in responding at the
lowest dose tested, 0.0052 mg/kg/infusion (Galeote et al.
2009). Determining whether higher nicotine doses were
significantly self-administered in the latter study, however,
is difficult because saline was not included in the
determination of the dose-response function and statistical
analysis of dose effects was not reported. Despite the wide
range of doses tested in the present study, no dose of
nicotine sustained higher levels of responding than saline in
C57BL/6J mice.
Responding on the active lever did not significantly
decrease during the extinction phase of nicotine self-
administration, whereas it rapidly declined during extinc-
tion of cocaine self-administration. The difference between
these two extinction profiles may be attributable to a floor
effect, as response rates were markedly higher during
cocaine than nicotine self-administration and reached
similar levels for both drugs on the last extinction session.
In addition, extinction of nicotine seeking may have been
hindered by the sustained presence of contextual cues (see
Le Foll and Goldberg 2009 for review). Increased respond-
ing on the inactive lever and the concomitant decrease in
selectivity indicated that the absence of nicotine delivery
and contingently paired cues altered the operant behavior of
mice that previously self-administered nicotine. Contingent
presentation of the visual stimulus reinstated responding on
the active lever in both nicotine and cocaine self-
administering mice, and also increased lever selectivity in
the case of nicotine. These findings are consistent with
previous studies characterizing extinction and cue-induced
reinstatement of nicotine and cocaine seeking in mice
(Highfield et al. 2002; Martin-Garcia et al. 2009; Soria et
al. 2008). Importantly, given that nicotine was no more
reinforcing than saline infusions, responding measured
during the reinstatement session in mice previously self-
administering nicotine was possibly driven by the reinforc-
ing effects of the visual stimulus, rather than by nicotine
seeking. This hypothesis is supported by the insensitivity of
responding to withholding and subsequent reinstatement of
nicotine delivery when operant responses were still rein-
forced by cue light presentations (experiment 1, saline
substitution phase). Unlike nicotine, withholding cocaine
delivery extinguished responding despite the contingent
presentation of the cue light.
The above findings did not provide evidence of the
positive reinforcing effects of nicotine in terms of response
rates. In addition, our preliminary attempts to train mice to
self-administer nicotine without the concomitant presenta-
tion of a visual stimulus were unsuccessful (data not
shown). We therefore assessed whether C57BL/6J mice
could acquire operant behavior exclusively motivated by
the presentation of the cue light to evaluate the potential
contribution of the reinforcing effects of the visual stimulus
to the generated nicotine dose-response function. Under
comparable experimental conditions, mice were trained to
lever press for a visual stimulus (experiment 3) and
achieved response rates similar to those achieved by mice
self-administering saline or low doses of nicotine in the
presence of the cue light (experiments 1 and 2). The latter
result indicates that the visual stimulus, rather than other
paired environmental cues, such as the syringe pump sound
or the interoceptive cues associated with the intravenous
injection, motivated the operant behavior sustained by
saline infusions. This finding is consistent with a recent
report showing that C57BL/6J mice readily acquire operant
responding for a dynamic visual stimulus (Olsen and
Winder 2009). Previous work in rats also demonstrated
that a compound visual stimulus can sustain moderate rates
of operant responding (Donny et al. 2003). Importantly, in
the same study, nicotine (0.03 mg/kg/infusion) did not
support responding in the absence of the visual stimulus,
but the contingent presentation of the visual stimulus with
nicotine infusions had a synergistic effect on responding
(Donny et al. 2003). Generally, nicotine has been shown to
enhance the incentive properties of environmental stimuli
associated with its delivery, as well as the effects of other
rewarding stimuli, such as intracranial self-stimulation, in
rats (Caggiula et al. 2001; Chaudhri et al. 2006; Harrison et
al. 2002; Kenny 2007; Kenny and Markou 2006). Under
our experimental conditions, nicotine did not enhance the
reinforcing value of the visual cue. The low intrinsic
reinforcing value of the static visual cue we used, compared
with the compound stimulus used in other studies (Donny
et al. 2003; Olsen and Winder 2009), may have limited the
reward-enhancing effects of nicotine, which are known to
depend on the intensity of the primary reinforcer (Palmatier
et al. 2007). This interpretation, however, is not consistent
with the recent finding that an auditory stimulus, which
is not reinforcing by itself, potentiates nicotine self-
administration in rats (Sorge et al. 2009). Alternatively,
nicotine may have conferred a strong incentive value to the
visual stimulus during the acquisition phase of operant
responding when nicotine and the cue were co-
administered, which may then have been carried over
throughout the experiment, independent of the dose of
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dose-response phase. Our observation that mice self-
administering saline in the presence of the cue light
previously paired with nicotine (experiment 1) achieved a
better selectivity for the active lever than mice trained to
lever press for the visual stimulus alone (experiment 3) is
indicative of such a protracted effect of nicotine on
responding for the visual stimulus. These two groups of
mice, however, earned a similar number of reinforcers and
displayed undistinguishable patterns of responding. A more
likely explanation is that the intrinsic reinforcing properties
of our visual stimulus were strong enough to mask any
added effects of nicotine. Differences in the rates of
responding maintained by intravenous nicotine injections
have been previously described between different species of
non-human primates (see Le Foll and Goldberg 2009 for
review). Thus, it is possible that, among rodents, nicotine
reinforcement is not as powerful in mice as it is in rats. In
humans, the reinforcing effects of intravenous nicotine
infusions have also been disputed and appear to be weaker
than the strong reinforcing effects of tobacco smoke (see Le
Foll and Goldberg 2009 for review). In addition, studies
that directly compared nicotine and cocaine self-
administration in rats and dogs consistently reported that
nicotine is a weaker reinforcer than cocaine, in accordance
with our finding in mice (see Le Foll and Goldberg 2009
for review).
Although nicotine did not significantly increase the rate
of operant responding, it markedly modified the temporal
patterns of operant behavior. The analysis of the frequency
distribution of the IRIs indicated that the first interval after
the infusion of saline, nicotine, or cocaine or the presenta-
tion of the cue light alone was longer than the two
subsequent intervals. This bimodal distribution of IRIs is
characteristic of operant behavior maintained on an FR
schedule of reinforcement, in which a post-reinforcement
pause precedes a steady rate of responding until the next
reinforcer is obtained (Felton and Lyon 1966). The term
“post-reinforcement pause” should be used with caution, as
(1) our data do not provide evidence of nicotine reinforce-
ment and (2) the post-reinforcement pause was historically
characterized with no scheduled time-out period after
delivery of the reinforcer. Nonetheless, previous character-
ization of the post-reinforcement pause can shed some light
on our results. Early investigations showed that the duration
of the post-reinforcement pause was an increasing function
of the magnitude of the preceding reinforcer delivered
(Lowe et al. 1974). Characterization of response patterns
across a wide range of alfentanil, cocaine, and ketamine
doses in monkeys indicated that the post-reinforcement
pause was consistently shortened for drug doses
corresponding to the ascending limb of the inverted U-
shaped dose-response functions, but variably affected along
the descending limb (Skjoldager et al. 1991). In the present
study, low doses of cocaine (0.01, 0.1, and 1 mg/kg/
infusion) shortened the first interval post-timeout, while the
highest dose tested (3 mg/kg/infusion) dramatically in-
creased its duration, which is consistent with the findings
reported by Skjoldager and colleagues. The length of the
post-reinforcement pause is determined by a variety of
factors. Among these, motor impairment, emergence of
aversive effects, self-titration in response to satiation, and
pharmacokinetic parameters could all contribute to a
lengthening of the post-reinforcement pause by high doses
of a drug. Although the role played by each of these factors
may be difficult to ascertain, the return map analysis
provides evidence that the increase in pause time produced
by nicotine is not attributable to a disruption of ongoing
response patterns. In contrast, nicotine dose-dependently
increased the regularity of lever pressing, as revealed by an
increase in the linearity of the scatter plots. The decrease in
response rates produced by high doses of nicotine therefore
likely reflects an enhancement of the discriminative effects
of nicotine, which in turn improves performance precision.
This interpretation is consistent with our observations that
mice trained to self-administer nicotine achieved a higher
selectivity for the active lever than mice trained to lever
press for the cue light alone (experiment 1 vs experiment 3)
and that high doses of nicotine tended to increase the
selectivity for the active lever (see combined analysis of
experiments 1 and 2). Taken together, the results of the
present study indicate that the interoceptive cue state
produced by high doses of nicotine functions as a powerful
salient stimulus that concomitantly leads to a decrease in
response rates and an increase in the regularity of operant
activity.
Interestingly, this result may have some relevance to
smoking behavior in humans. The invariance of smoking
patterns is positively correlated with the number of
cigarettes smoked per day, which is consistent with our
finding that nicotine dose-dependently reduces the flexibil-
ity of self-administration patterns (Clark et al. 2005;
Okuyemi et al. 2007; Shiffman et al. 2004). Importantly,
the rigidity of smoking patterns also predicts DSM-IV
dependence and failure of smoking cessation (Broms et al.
2007; Shiffman et al. 2004).
It has been recognized early on that the experimental
conditions under which nicotine serves as a reinforcer are
more restricted than for other drugs of abuse, both in
human subjects and in laboratory animals (Henningfield
and Goldberg 1983). Below, we discuss the rationale
behind our experimental procedure and what approaches
could be taken to overcome its limitations so as to detect
higher response rates in mice self-administering nicotine
than in mice responding for saline infusions or for cue light
presentations.
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shaping of the operant response to ensure that nicotine was
the sole rewarding stimulus reinforcing lever pressing
behavior. The use of cocaine to enhance self-administration
acquisition, as reported in earlier studies (Epping-Jordan et
al. 1999; Picciotto et al. 1998), is questionable, since cocaine
exposure is likely to alter the function of brain reward
circuitries. Accordingly, initial experience with cocaine
influenced response rates and patterns in monkeys
subsequently self-administering opiates (Hoffmeister and
Schlichting 1972). Prior operant training with non-drug
reinforcers, such as water (Stolerman et al. 1999)o rf o o d
(Bilkei-Gorzo et al. 2008), may likewise alter subsequent
responding for nicotine. In particular, because of the
limited primary reinforcing effect of nicotine, prior
instrumental learning with strong reinforcers, such as
cocaine, water in thirsty animals, or food in hungry
animals, before switching to nicotine reinforcement may
result in habit learning that perpetuates high levels of
operant behavior that are dissociated from the incentive
value of the available reinforcer (Dickinson et al. 2002;
Miles et al. 2003). Nicotine self-administration procedures
used in rats typically include a food training phase, which
does not prevent dose-dependent effects of nicotine on
response rates (Corrigall and Coen 1989; Donny et al.
1998; Watkins et al. 1999). Under certain experimental
conditions, however, prior instrumental training with a
natural reinforcer can have confounding effects on
subsequent responding for saline or nicotine and can
lastingly enhance the reinforcing properties of the visual
stimulus (Clemens et al. 2010).
We employed food restriction to stimulate exploratory
activity in the self-administration chamber and enhance
acquisition of nicotine self-administration, as previously
shown in rats (Donny et al. 1998;L a n ge ta l .1977). Dietary
restriction may have actually prevented us from detecting
enhanced responding for nicotine because excessive general
activity, manifested by high lever pressing activity for saline,
could have masked further increases in operant behavior.
Providing mice with ad libitum access to food may facilitate
a nicotine-induced increase in response rates. Shifting the
self-administration session to a low-activity period of the
circadian cycle (light phase) could be an alternative way to
lower basal responding and facilitate the expression of
nicotine-specific behavior, although the stimulant properties
of nicotine may artificially increase lever pressing activity
independent of its reinforcing effects. Importantly, the lack of
differences in response rates maintained by nicotine relative
to saline is unlikely to be solely attributable to excessive
basal activity because a similar number of reinforcers was
obtained under FR1 and FR3 schedules of reinforcement
(experiments 1 and 2), indicating that mice adjusted their
responding based on the FR.
We attempted to optimize conditions to measure pur-
poseful, goal-directed behavior by using lever pressing
instead of nose-poking as the instrumental response and by
using an FR3 instead of a continuous schedule of
reinforcement. These experimental conditions differ from
those that have been used previously in most studies
assessing nicotine self-administration in mice (Bilkei-Gorzo
et al. 2008; Galeote et al. 2009; Martin-Garcia et al. 2009).
Interestingly, the more stringent response requirements used
in the present study did not prevent mice from acquiring
operant behavior. We show here that the performance of
mice self-administering nicotine under FR1 and FR3
schedules of reinforcement was indistinguishable in terms
of response rates and selectivity for the active lever
(experiments 1 and 2). This result is consistent with a
previous study showing that mice self-administered nico-
tine using lever pressing as the instrumental response and
an FR4 schedule of reinforcement (Stolerman et al. 1999).
Relatively demanding response requirements constitute an
important condition to demonstrate that mice exhibit
purposeful self-administration behavior. Operant responses
requiring less effort, such as nose-poking, may result in
higher response rates but also in higher levels of inactive
and time-out responses, as was shown in rats self-
administering nicotine (Clemens et al. 2010). Finally, the
use of a non-continuous schedule of reinforcement produces
patterns of responding whose analysis provides additional
important insights into motivated behavior (see above).
The duration of the infusion is another parameter that
should be taken into consideration. It is striking that
C57BL/6J mice self-administered nicotine at an optimal
dose of 0.1 mg/kg/infusion when infusions were delivered
over a period of 7.5 s (Stolerman et al. 1999), while this
dose reproducibly produced decreased responding under
our experimental conditions (1-s infusions). The speed of
nicotine infusion delivery is a critical determinant of
nicotine self-administration pharmacology (Sorge and
Clarke 2009), and slower infusions may not only be more
relevant to arterial nicotine kinetics in human smokers
(Rose et al. 1999) but also favor the acquisition of nicotine
self-administration in rats (Sorge and Clarke 2009). In
addition, the pharmacokinetics of nicotine markedly differ
in mice and rats. C57BL/6J mice eliminate nicotine with a
half-life of 7 min, which is 10 times faster than in rats
(Kyerematen et al. 1988; Miller et al. 1977; Petersen et al.
1984). This disparity may significantly impact the dose−
response curve for nicotine self-administration, and the
optimal training dose may therefore be higher for mice than
for rats.
In conclusion, under the experimental conditions used in
the present study for intravenous nicotine self-administration
in C57BL/6J mice, nicotine does not appear to enhance the
reinforcing properties of the visual cue associated with its
Psychopharmacology (2010) 212:283–299 297delivery, but it acts as a powerful salient stimulus driving
unique patterns of operant responding. In contrast to operant
behavior sustained by the sole presentation of a visual
stimulus, high doses of nicotine enhanced the specificity for
the active lever, delayed the first response post-timeout, and
increased the regularity of lever pressing behavior. Further
parametric investigation is required to discover experimental
conditions under which nicotine produces higher response
rates than saline or the visual cue alone in mice.
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